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Your Local Guide to Happy Boating!

TEST RIDE YOUR FAVORITE BOAT TODAY!

410-686-1500

OPEN HOUSE DEMO WEEKEND SALE
October 23rd – 25th Friday, Saturday, Sunday
• Test Rides - 10am – 4pm • Refreshments

DEMO DAYS! Call Ahead for Desired Day and Time 410-686-1500
NEW MODELS For 2016

Sportsman Open 312 CCS

• Sea Star Optimus 360 joystick system
• Huge Console with Port Light Hatch
• Dual 12” Simrads
• Electric actuated bow table
• T-Top Mounts to Console
• Large LP with Tons of Storage –

Enough Room for 5 Batteries

Bayliner Element F18 Fish Boat

•

Center Console
Baitwell and Livewell
Helm Seat with Cooler and
Flip-Flop Backrest
30 Gal Built-in Fuel Tank
Self-Bailing Cockpit

•

•

•

•

The 2016 Models have Arrived – Save on a 2015!
600 Riverside Drive
Essex, MD 21221
410-686-1500 / 800-448-6872
www.RiversideMarine.com • sales@RiversideBoats.com
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Welcome
Say it ain’t so …

Labor Day is here; boating is done for the year.
Well it doesn’t have to be. There is plenty of time left to go boating;
fall is one of the best times to get out on the Upper Bay. I use Thanksgiving as a guide to make sure the boat was out of the water and winterized.
If you keep an eye on the weather, I believe you can still have 10 great
weekends out on the water. However, if you just can’t make it down to
the boat, you should make arrangements with your favorite marina or
mechanic sooner than later, and beat the rush. Don’t have one yet?
Check out one of the great advertisers in this magazine, after-all, they are
supporting the publication. Don’t miss our winterizing tips in the October
edition.
In the last issue, we were talking about the high number of accidents
on the bay, most of which were avoidable. Sorry to say, we continue to
hear about more of them. Because gas costs so much less, highway
accidents and deaths have been much higher this year, and I’m afraid that
corresponds to what we are seeing on the water. I wish it wasn’t so. Our
friends from the Coast Guard Auxiliary offer safety tips and courses all the
time. While out having a good time on your boat, please make an effort
to be more courteous and practice those safety tips you learned in class.
Why not take a class again during the off-season? I believe 2016 can be
a better boating season for all.
Many past columns have and continue to be about safety. I truly wish
we could spend more time just talking about buying boats and having
fun with it. With everyone’s help, I’ll make that my mission next year. The
good news this year is that so many more of you are out there enjoying everything the Upper Bay has to offer. My broker friends are doing
well, and the biggest problem for most of them is finding quality listings.
Sounds like a good time to check out a new boat.
After this issue, we’ll have one more for this season. Once the October edition is out, you will need to follow our website and Facebook page
for new stories and boating information. Please “Like” us on Facebook.
Keep those great photos coming; everyone seems to enjoy them.
If you have a business on the Upper Bay, you should contact us
soon to take advantage of our Inaugural year pricing. If things continue

to go as planned, I won’t need
to spend as much time in year
two with my salesman hat on.
We are getting closer all the
time to our goal for advertising
support. 2016 should find me
with my publisher’s hat on most
of the time, working hard on
making your magazine better
all the time. We’ll be back in late
January with the winter edition,
and then start up monthly in April
through October.
Happy (and safe) Boating,

Dave Bielecki, Publisher

Dave

Note: I stand corrected- Last month I mentioned that I always thought
the Susquehanna River started in a farmer’s field, but found it started at
the end of a lake, well thanks to Bob, I was ½ right!
Dave, the Susquehanna River does indeed begin in Cooperstown
NY. It also starts in a farmer’s field in Potter County PA. There are two
branches and they converge near Sunbury PA. Mystery solved !
Bob Borzok, Tioga County, PA.
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The Sheltered Harbor on the Sassafras
Providing quality service to the Sassafras River
for over 50 years. Bring your family and Lets Go Boating!
Launching ramp open 24hrs.

Seasonal hours: M-F 8:30-4:30 Weekends 9:00-5:00

20 Duffy Creek Rd., Georgetown, MD

410-275-2141 duffy@duffycreekmarina.com
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How did a Chesapeake Bay Bell
get to Chicamacomico?
By Wendy Gilbert- Features Editor

For as long as man has sought to sail up on the seas, man
has needed rescuing from it.
During a trip to the Outer Banks of North Carolina this
spring, I toured a local ocean rescue museum in Rodanthe.
As a former certified lifesaver myself, I was intrigued by
the truly ingenious methods for retrieving sailors from wrecks
that the earliest members of the Chicamacomico station
employed.
The trick of course was surviving long enough to be
rescued and the subsequent rescue method. The first group
of lifesavers deservedly called themselves “Storm Warriors”
and they used everything from cork PFDs to beach apparatus
like metal rescue chairs in the
Hatteras Islands.
At one point, there
was a rescue
station every 6 to
7 miles down the
length of the Outer
Banks. The one at
Chicamacomico
is one of the most
complete of the
remaining stations
in North Carolina.
While we were
touring, a horde of
volunteers were
painting the picket
fences surrounding
the various buildings on the 10-acre site.
Known for terrible storms the area is often called The
Graveyard of the Atlantic. What writer can resist a place with
that sort of name? The place I did my rescuing was only 25
meters long, sported incredibly clear water and smelled faintly
of chlorine at all times.
We pretty much pulled toddlers out of trouble and kept an
eagle eye on the 50 something weekend warriors. But back
to Chicamacomico. Despite the difficulties, the area’s many
rescue stations claimed a remarkable rescue rate bordering
99 percent. Some of these rescues were quite famous, but
not to this Chesapeake Bay girl.
I would like to report that I read every placard faithfully,
but anyone who knows me even fairly well, would know that
would be a lie. When touring museums I flit from exhibit to exhibit, leaving the reading work to my detail- oriented husband,
knowing he fill me over the next meal.
Sadly, my husband wasn’t along on this trip and I had to
read a few signs myself. I did learn that like many other USCG
lifesaving stations and light houses, the one at Chicamacomico was decommissioned and abandoned in 1954. Unlike so
many others, it was selected for restoration and is now host to
all kinds of events and is a jewel in the Rodanthe community.
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Wendy Gilbert
While on the tour, I
spied a familiar name in
an unfamiliar place. The
word “Chesapeake” fairly
leapt off the bell that I spied
while walking between the
visitor’s center and the
cookhouse.
Over the centuries many
types of fog signals have
been employed including sirens, whistles, bells, steam
trumpets, horns and bells.
This one isn’t quite as large
as the Liberty Bell, but it’s
got some heft to it.
As I learned in my
not-quite-exhaustive
research, it took a lot of experimentation to obtain a bell that
was loud enough to be heard out in the open ocean. The
sound of a true fog bell was not restricted to a single note, but
has a range of distinctive harmonics.
The bells were designed and cast to produce a specific
note when first struck. As that note faded to a sort of ringing
hum, other notes emanated. The bells were tuned to produce
the greatest number of harmonic notes.
According to local lore, the Turkey Point Light Station once
had a bell. The website indicates one was received here in
1888. The concern with that one was the height of the light
tower. These are the kinds of challenges that keep engineers
in a state of perpetual thought. They’d probably like to write a
few placards now and then as well.
Sadly, there’s little documentation on either of these bells
(at least that I could discover so far), but that’s why research
doesn’t begin and end in a neat line.
Judging by the number of OBX stickers I see next to Maryland flag/crab stickers on cars, I’m pretty sure a great number
of readers will continue to venture south this season. If you
have a moment, take tour of this little salt-washed rescue
museum. You’ll love it!

The Cookhouse

Upper Bay Boating

410-275-1144 2 George Street Georgetown, MD 21930 www.sassafrasharbormarina.com

Visit our website and check out the monthly
specials in our Harbor Marine Store and
Heron’s Nest Gift Shop. We are open 7 days
a week year round for all your boating needs.

Sassafras Harbor Marina Yacht Sales

43’ Kha Shing Vista ’87
T-3208 Cats, 3 staterooms, Meticulously kept
$ 124,900

42’ Post Sport Fisherman ’76,
T-454 Merc. Gen. very nice
$79,900

38’ Cruisers 385 MY ’06
T-Volvo Penta, Shows like new
$184,900

35’ Formula 35PC ’89
T-Merc., Gen. Trans. New-’04
$25,900

34’ Bayliner Avanti ’96
T-Merc. 7.4, Gen. many updates
$37,000

33’ Sea Ray Sundancer ’92
T-Merc. 454 B-I, Gen. Exc. Cond
$25,000

32’ Chris Craft Crowne ’97
T-Volvo Penta Duo Prop, low hrs, clean
$34,900

31’ Silverton Sedan Bridge ’95
T-Merc. Alpha II, A/C
$28,500

28’ Magnum Maltese ’77
T-350 Merc V-8, Lift & Shed Kept. w/ Trailer
$29,950

28’ Rinker 280 Express ’08
Merc. 5.7, shows like new!
$54,900

26’ Pursuit 2650 ’92
T-Yamaha 200HP, Fish ready
$24,950

25’ Rinker Fiesta Vee ’05
Volvo 5.7 GI Duo Prop, w/Trailer
$32,500

Please visit our website for full list of our beautiful brokerage boats!

sassafrasharbormarina.com
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Scott Kargs’ Boat Dogs,
Whopper & Jack.
Scott recently lost Jackhe surely was missed out
on the Upper Bay
this summer.

This will be a regular “Boat Dog” section. Why not share
your pet with the readers? Send short caption and photo to
dave@upperbayboating.com

Featured artist
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Karolina V. Linares

Upper Bay Boating

Full Service Marina In Historic
HAVRE de GRACE
YOUR BEST CHOICE FOR WINTER Power or Sail
Havre de Grace

Convenient to Baltimore, Wilmington & Philadelphia
Museums, shops and restaurants within walking distance

D-I-Y or Soup-to-Nuts
Discount Marine Supply Store
Equipment & Expertise for any job

Time Saving Bonuses
Free Courtesy Shuttle Service
Delivery Service

Winter Storage Hotline
100 BOURBON STREET
September 2015
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443-209-1101

HAVRE de GRACE, MD

www.TidewaterMarina.com

•

1-800-960-TIDE
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Boating On
Chesapeake Bay
by L. Alan Keene

I’ve got a pet peeve and, as a Chesapeake Bay

boating writer for the past decade, I feel a need to
share it with you. I hope you don’t mind. It’s not
earthshaking in magnitude, but every time I come
across it in print, it gets under my skin.....and that
seems to be happening more frequently these days.
Let me begin by asking you a question. Do
you see anything wrong with the title of my column
this month.....Boating On Chesapeake Bay? Does
it sound right to your ear when you read it outloud
or is it missing something? If you say it’s missing
something, then you’re probably a native......born and
raised within 100 miles or so of this beautiful body of
water. If you’re wondering what the heck I’m talking
about, then I’m guessing you’re relatively new to the
area.....a transplant.
Allow me to explain. A little over 70 years ago
I was born in the little eastern shore town of Hurlock,
Maryland. Shortly after, it was Chestertown I called
home. While I’ve moved around a lot over these past
7 decades, I’ve never left the confines of the Delmarva Peninsula.....never lived more than 50 miles away
from the Bay or one of it’s tributaries. And in all those
years, I’ve NEVER gone boating on Chesapeake
Bay. It has always been “the” Chesapeake Bay that
kept my boat afloat.
Now this may seem like a trivial thing to get all
worked up about, but when I come across it in national boating publications at an ever increasing rate, it
feels a little insulting. Afterall, it’s our Bay and leaving
off the definite article is like dropping the first name of
a dear friend.
I can understand how some writers from other
parts of the country can assume that, like San Francisco Bay or Tampa Bay or Buzzard’s Bay, “the” is
not a requirement when boating on it, but when I begin to see the same omission made in local boating
publications (which shall remain nameless), it’s time
to rally the troops.
That beautiful body of water that we love to play
on is “the” Chesapeake Bay. Spread the word!
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FOR THOSE WHO LOVE YOU
According to the Maryland Natural Resources
Police, there have been 18 boating deaths so far this
year on the Chesapeake, compared to just 14 in all of
2014. Most of these deaths were due to accidental
drowning. Most could have been prevented had the
victim been wearing a personal flotation device.
Why do intelligent men and women refuse to
wear a pfd when out on the water? With today’s
inflatables, some as small as a fanny pack, comfort
is no longer a reasonable explanation. The answer,
I believe, has to do with ego and the stigma attached
to “life jackets”.
In the minds of most boaters, a pfd is for children
and non-swimming adults. In other words, for the
insecure. Certainly not for confident, capable boaters
like themselves. To be seen wearing one on a beautiful Saturday afternoon would be embarrassing.
Isn’t it time for upper Bay boaters to lead the
way and reject this irrational stigma? Buckle on a
pfd every time you head out.....if not for yourself, for
those who love you.
Upper Bay Boating

Full Service Marine
and Family Resort

9 hole executive
golf course

200 ft. private
sand beach

Fitness Room

Family activities (basketball, volleyball, tennis and playground)
Swimming pool with poolside lounge
Live weekend entertainment
Mangrove’s Waterfront Restaurant
Jelly Fish Joel’s Beach Bar (voted “Best of the Bay”)
State of the art Bathroom Facilities
28 room lodge
Party and Banquet Facility
Pet friendly

Consistently voted “Best of the Bay”
25% off

Mears Great Oak Landing
22170 Great Oak Landing Rd
Chestertown, MD 21620
410-778-5007• mearsgreatoaklanding.com

dockage on new
2015 or 2016
slip holders contract
with this ad
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‘Nautical
Woodstock’
Returns to the
Chesapeake
C

all it a “nautical Woodstock,” TrawlerFest
returns to the Chesapeake Bay in late
September with a niche boat show, seminars
and social events.
The show, Sept. 29-Oct. 4 at Bay Bridge
Marina on Kent Island, is aimed at recreational
boaters who cruise or want to cruise for long periods or live
aboard their vessels. For many people engrossed in work
and raising families, this notion may seem impossibly romantic, but the fact is that an increasing number of Baby Boomers are taking to America’s waterways for what they see as
the adventure of a lifetime.
That’s where PassageMaker magazine and TrawlerFest
come in. Magazine and show are dedicated to preparing
people for the “trawler lifestyle.” A trawler is a broad term for
a powerboat designed for live-aboard comfort and long-range
cruising. Makes include Beneteau, Grand Banks, Nordhavn,
Kadey-Krogen, Great Harbour, Ranger Tugs, Cutwater,
American Tugs and Nordic Tugs. Powercats, too: Cruiser
Cats, PDQ, Fontaine Pajot, Horizon, Lagoon.

12

Dozens of new and used boats are expected to line the
docks, beginning Thursday, Oct. 1, and running through
Sunday. Bay Bridge Marina has more than 270 floating docks
with full-length finger piers. The 50-acre grounds include
resort amenities such as a swimming pool, jacuzzi and
exercise room. Hemingway’s Restaurant is on site, serving
Eastern Shore casual cuisine and fresh Chesapeake Bay
and Mid-Atlantic seafood.
Besides the seminars and boat show, TrawlerFest is a
social event for like-minded people to gather with industry
experts. “Trawlers at Twilight” is the name of the Thursday
evening “docktail” party with live music, and on Friday the
event is “Dinner & Movie Night,” featuring the 1979 nautical
cult-classic Riddle of the Sands. Hence, the “nautical Woodstock” reference.

Upper Bay Boating

ces
Clearance Show Pri

Flooded Batteries
7 year Warranty

See us in

s at

Annapoli

AGM Batteries
5 year Warranty

October 8 - 12, 2015

United States
Sailboat Show
Tent C

mmschestertown@gmail.com

Perryville Casino

Some lucky patron won this beautiful Bennington Pontoon boat at
Hollywood Casino. Hope they offer
another one next year I just might try my luck!
Boat supplied by Tomes Landing.
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Bees on the Boat!
by Thomas Valkenet

I

was a guest on a friend’s dual console Stingray. Together, we
spent the early morning prepping the boat and our gear before
traveling to the marina with our significant others. We thought
very little of the three or four bees zipping in and around the
gunwales and bimini top. We swatted several dead with whatever was handy, and tossed a can of repellent into the boat
for any stray daring to show up later in the day to distract our
ladies from their Summer reading. The sun was warming, and it
was going to be a great day.
Is there anything more
relaxing than a Saturday
morning as the sun rises
over the water while you
prep for another lazy day of
fishing and cruising? Where
will it be, today, Hart Miller
Island? A crab house in
Rock Hall? But first, you do
the usual to check out your
boat and safety equipment
before getting under way.
And then it’s time to load up
your passengers, and off
you go. Simple and routine,
with no surprises, right?
We are all generally aware
that a boat must be reasonably maintained in a safe
manner for the benefit of our
passengers, including safety
equipment, but are you sure
you checked everything?
Several hours later, we
were five miles from shore
cruising at a comfortable 20 knots with a pleasant wind in our
hair. My friend asked me to take the wheel when he noticed a
stray bee circling under the port console passenger seat. The
bee was just under the gunwales where it was immune to the
wind. It landed on the deck and crawled under the port console.
My friend knelt down, poked his head under the console where
the bee had entered and sprayed. In the time it took the bow
to hit the top of the next wave, he had stood up and stumbled
back toward the rear jump seat, exclaiming “oh my God!”
At that moment, a black cloud of swirling bees blossomed
from under the console and filled the space between the bimini
and the deck. I disengaged the drive and all four of us quickly
retreated to separate corners of the boat as the boat drifted.
My space was on the bow, standing on the anchor locker
contemplating an early swim. The others were sitting on the
extreme edges of the stern as the engine idled and the bees
swirled under the bimini. And if there had been a flame thrower
on board, any one of us would have torched the boat to kill the
bees, I am sure of it.
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All boat operators are responsible for the relative safety of
their passengers. At law, it is a “duty of reasonable care.” And
that means acting reasonably under the circumstances. Earlier
that morning, my friend (also a lawyer) had gone through all
his safety gear, counting life vests and even checking the fire
extinguisher. But bees? Where do they fall along the spectrum
of “reasonable care?”
I assure that none of this was on my mind while standing on
the anchor locker, ready to abandon ship and leave the others
to battle the black cloud. Gathering myself, we coordinated
a strategy where I buttoned up
my clothes and drove the boat
at top cruising speed while my
friend sprayed and swatted
as many bees as remained
with the boat. Twenty minutes
later we were grounded on a
beach, counting our bee stings
and wondering how the day
had spun so out-of-control so
quickly.
Let me share what I have
since learned about treating
bee stings:
Remove the stinger. But
don’t pinch the stinger as that
can inject more venom.
Ask your passenger if they
have a history of anaphylaxis, a potentially severe
or life-threatening allergic
reaction to bee stings.
Call 911 if your passenger
has difficulty breathing, faintness, hives, or a swollen tongue.
None of us were allergic, and so the damage was limited to
some moderate swelling from about a dozen bee stings. My
friend later pulled an eight inch honey comb out from under the
console. The size of the budding nest told us that this had been
under construction for a few weeks, before our first voyage.
And perhaps that is what defines “reasonable care.” Perhaps
the less frequently you use your boat, the more thorough
the pre-voyage check for potentially harmful conditions, like
unwanted critters. And I would also suggest that you know a bit
about your passengers, and obvious allergies like bee stings.
They may carry their own prescription EpiPen for just this
event.
See you on the Bay! - Tom
Tom is a lawyer who has practiced maritime law and general
litigation for 28 years. YOUNG & VALKENET (410) 323-0900
www.youngandvalkenet.com

Upper Bay Boating

1402 COLONY RD. PASADENA, MD

410-255-7946 www.mikesnorth.com
Located at

$5 Off a dozen crabs Tues, Weds, Thursday & Friday
Mention this ad

White Rocks Marina in Pasadena, MD.
Come on in today to taste the best crabs, seafood, steak
and more that Maryland has to offer!

Welcome to

White Rocks Marina & Boat Yard
Located on Rock Creek in
Pasadena, Maryland, White
Rocks is a premier facility for
sail and power boats alike,
White Rocks is centrally
located on the Patapsco River between Baltimore, Annapolis and Upper
Bay destinations.
Come and dine at the new Mike’s Crabhouse North right here in the
marina. Come and visit, but be
prepared to stay!

* New Customer Special- $100 Off
Annual 12-month Slip Rental

nd new Piers

FI-a
Recent upgrades- New Bath House, WI-

www.whiterocksmarina.com • 410-255-3800
1402 Colony Rd. Pasadena, Md. 21122

SLIPS OPEN AT MARINA

New Customers: 2 Months Free With 12 Month Rental
September 2015
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SETTIN’ the HOOK

with Dave Kilby

Upper Chesapeake Bay Showcased At

Bassmaster Elite Tournament
W
ell, it’s hard to believe the much anticipated
Bassmaster Elite tournament presented by
HUK Performance Fishing has wrapped up and
moved on to Lake St. Clair in Michigan.
While the bass were stingy on the Upper Bay
August 13-16, the hospitality extended by North
East and the
balance of Cecil
County was not.
In fact, the county
will be highlighted
when the tournament airs on ESPN
on Sunday, August
30 at 8:00AM.
Although the
bass fishing was
tough, many of the
pro’s admitted it
leveled the playing
field of the 107
contestants vying
for the $100,000
first prize. Several
of the Elite anglers
are not accustomed
to tidal waters and
they seemed to
struggle a bit more.
Although there were a few local favorites such
as Mike Iaconelli from New Jersey and Jacob
Powroznik who hails from Virginia, the Day One
leader board featured pros from California, Australia, Japan, Michigan, and Alabama nestled in the
top six.
Aaron Martens, a transplanted Californian now
residing in Alabama was the eventual winner, but
his final day resurgence after a slow start made for
great excitement to those viewing on line at BASS
Live (on www.bassmaster.com) and at the live
weigh-in at North East Community Park.
The administrative personnel at BASS (Bass
Anglers Sportsman Society) were thrilled with this
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event and the local community. The larger venues
in major cities obviously draw more attendees
to their tournaments, but for a first time Elite site
more than an hour from the nearest large city, the
18,000-plus in attendance made this a win/win for
both BASS and Cecil County.

With the popular Iaconelli and Powroznik both
missing the first cut, attendance at the tournament
and accompanying Summerfest event was minimized with their early departure, but everyone
present enjoyed all of the family activities and local
fare.
Most of the Elite Pro’s I spoke with fell in love
with the charm of North East and surrounding
towns and all the Upper Bay had to offer. A few
were a little disenchanted that only a few merchants had welcome banners displayed in front of
their businesses.
The upcoming broadcast should be exciting
as there are very few tournament locations where

Upper Bay Boating

SETTIN’ the HOOK

with Dave Kilby

fishing fans can be so close to the anglers.
Many pros talked to fans as they stood
on the shores in North East Creek, public
shorelines, and the vast marina’s in the
area.
BASS is already anxious to return to the
Upper Bay in the very near future and now
that Cecil County and the Upper Bay have
one under their belt, it can’t happen soon
enough!

The author is the
owner of PAYCHECK
Bass Tournament Series
and Regional Sales Manager
for Charger Boats.

Looking for a new home
for your boat?

You just found it!
location off I-95
•• Convenient
Convenient location off I-95 for both
on the
Bush River- Boaters
• Located
Baltimore
& Pennsylvania
Convenient to many Upper Bay destinations
Located
on the Bush
RiverConvenient
atmosphereyou’ll
feel at
home here!
•• Family
to many Upper Bay destinations

Storage Rates:

• Floating docks with electric& water
Familycertified
atmosphereyou’ll
feel canvas
at home
here!
mechanical
services,
shop,
•• Factory
andwith
boat electric&
brokerage water
• rod&reel
Floatingrepair
docks
dock, pump-out station, convenience store
•• Gas
Fulldeli
service, Mechanic Shop, Canvas Shop,
and
and
Rod
& Reel• Repair
Trailer launching ramp
• Marine Travelift
We can perform all winterization of engines
and systems. Call for prices.

Hi & Dry-Yearly

Winter $750 Summer $1050
Yearly $1800
Hi & Dry -Winter Winter $550 Summer Slip $1550
Yearly $2100 (Boats under 24’)
Boats 25’-28’
Winter $28.50/ft Outside/Blocked
Winter $40/ft In Shed Blocked
Summer Slip $1600
Boats over 29’
Winter $28.50/ft Outside Blocked
Winter $40/ft In Shed Blocked
Summer Slip $1800
Boats on Trailer Winter $550-$675
Shrinkwraping
Under 23’ $12/ft; 23’-30’ $14/ft.
31’-38’ $16/ ft; over 38’ $18/ ft.

324 Flying Point Rd. Edgewood, MD 21040 • 410-676-7311 • www.flyingpointmarina.com
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Upper Bay Boating Event s
Anita Leight Estuary Center has
an exciting line up of boating eventssee complete list on our website
under events- www.upperbayboating.com . Activities include Pontoon
boats, kayaks, and canoes. For
more info on programs contact the
center 410-612-1688 or 410-8792000 x1688. Anita C. Leight Estuary Center, 700 Otter Point Road,
Abingdon, MD 21009. See story in
this issue for about events
Defender’s Day Sept 5&6 10-5 at
Fort Howard Park 410-284-2331
The Community College of Baltimore County Maryland Basic
Boating Course
Essex- 3 Wednesday evenings Sept
9 thru 23 and October 7 thru 21.
Hunt Valley- 2 Thurs evenings classes Sept 17 & 24 and Oct 15 & 22.
Catonsville- 2 Tuesday evenings

Sept 8 & 15 and Oct 6 & 13.

Dundalk- Fri evening and Saturday
class Sept 11 & 12 and Oct 16 & 1
SCUBA class -6 Wednesday
evening classes at CCBC Dundalk
starting on Sept 16.
USCG Approved Captains Licensing course scheduled to begin in late
September at Dundalk.
Call for details 443-840-1237. To
register for classes call CCBC’s
Continuing Education desk at 443840-4700
Join the BRRC for the 8th Annual
Rockfish Tournament. Sept 12
All proceeds to benefit Back River
Restoration Committee, Inc. for future restoration projection to restore
Back River and Protect the future
of the Chesapeake Bay. Call Larry
443-600-0648
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Taste of the Sassafras
September 13, held under the
tented pavilion at the Kitty Knight
House, overlooking the beautiful
Sassafras River. Enjoy food samplings offered by local restaurants
and caterers, live music, and local
wines and beers. This charitable
event is sponsored by the Sassafras
River Business Council, with proceeds going to local organizations.
srbcinc.org/tasteofthesassafras
Friends of the Bohemia will be
participating in the 2015 International Coastal Cleanup on September
19 (RD 9/26) from 9 a.m. until Noon,
at the Bohemia River Public Access
riverfront, northwest corner of the Bohemia River Bridge. Be a part of the
change you want to see in your World!
For more information, contact: FriendsoftheBohemia@gmail.com
Turkey Point by Moon Light September 19, 2015 @ 8 pm Elk
Neck State Park, North East. 410287-5333
Paycheck Tournament Series Pro Tour Teams - September 20th
@ Anchor Marina, 36 Iroquois Dr,
North East, MD www.getpaidfishing.com
Chestertown Riverfest
September 26, 12 p.m. - sunset Wilmer Park and foot of High
St. Jamie Frees 410-810-7162
jfrees2@washcoll.edu
National Public Lands Day September 26, 1 pm - 4 pm Elk Neck
State Park, North East, MD. Come out
and celebrate Public Lands Day at Elk
Neck State Park! You will be among
thousands of people nation-wide who
volunteer their time to benefit America’s
public lands. Work side-by-side with park
staff and afterwards enjoy a live animal
program featuring some of Maryland’s
most common reptiles. Meet in the North
East Beach Area. Call for more details.
410-287-5333

Space is provided free
of charge to Advertisers,
Clubs, Boat Courses, Fishing Tournaments, Waterfront Museums, and any
Non-Profit Organizations. If
you hold an event on the upper bay waterfront, or have
any boat related activity,
please send us the information. Events will be updated
on our website each month.
Visit www.upperbayboating.
com or email dave@upperbayboating.com

Havre de Grace Maritime Museum Crab Feast Sept 26 410-9394800 www.hdgmaritimemuseum.org
Trawler Fest at the Bay Bridge
Marina Sept. 29- Oct 4
954-703-4789
Sandy Point Paddlefest
October 3rd. at Sandy Point State
Park #52weekends 410-242-1515
United States Sailboat Show
Oct 8-12 at City Dock 410-268-8828
Rock Hall’s Fall Fest October 10,
Celebrate the Oyster. Main Street,
Rock Hall. 10-5. 410-639-7779
United States Powerboat Show
Oct 15-18 at City Dock
410-268-8828
Riverside Marine’s Open House
& Demo Days Oct 23-25 600 Riverside Dr. Essex, Md 410-686-1500
Sultana Downrigging Oct. 31
– Nov.1, Traditional sailing vessels from around the Chesapeake
will visit Chestertown to help the
schooner Sultana celebrate the
close of its season under sail.
410-778-5954
Upper Bay Boating

Upper Bay Boating Events

Anita C. Leight
Estuary Center

Canoe Trips

700 Otter Point Road,
Abingdon, MD 21009

Children under 13 must
be with an adult. All trips
meet at the Estuary
Center unless otherwise
noted.

How to Register for Programs

The Fall of Summer

Go to our website, www.otterpointcreek.org and choose “Click here
for online registration” and follow
instructions.

Sept 5 2-4:30

Fall Boating Programs

Moonlit Canoe
also Sept 25 6-9 pm

Space is limited, so registration is
required for all programs except
Drop-In Programs.

Autumn Colors Canoe
Oct 11 9-11:30 am

Water Strider Pontoon Boat
Rides

Parents attend children’s programs
only where specified. All programs
meet at the Center unless otherwise
noted.

Sunset Canoe and Campfire
Oct 25 3:30- 6:30 pm

Meet at the Estuary Center’s Pontoon Pier parking lot on Rt. 40
just west of Otter Point Rd. unless
otherwise noted.

Kayak Trips

Phloating Photography
Sept 13 9-10:30 am

Estuary Center Information
410-612-1688 or 410-879-2000
x1688. Anita C. Leight Estuary
Center, 700 Otter Point Road,
Abingdon, MD 21009.
Web page: www.otterpointcreek.org
Hours of Operation: The Center is
open Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., and
Sunday, 12:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Park grounds are open dawn to
dusk and all trails are not handicapped or stroller accessible

September 2015

Children under 13 must be with an
adult. All trips meet at the Estuary
Center unless otherwise noted.
Kids-n-Kayaks
Sept. 12 10am-12 pm
Mariner Point Kayak
Oct 4 8:30-11 am
Creatures of the Night
Oct 24 5:30- 8pm
Final Fall Float
Oct 31

9-11:30 am

Chesapeake Bay Scavenger Hunt
Sept 26 9-10:30 am
Migration Search
Sept 27

7:30- 9 am
Hook a White Perch
Oct 3

8-11:30 am
For additional information, complete
details and instructions, visit the
UBB website
www.upperbayboating.com
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Your
Boat
Rules
by Brenda Dawson
“Can I do the dishes for you?” asked Peter. I was
hesitant to accept his offer but “sure” I said.
I was delighted that one of our non-boater guests
wanted to help, but what kind of a mess would he
make in my galley?
Most non-boating helpers don’t know how to
“help” on a boat.
Then, Peter said something that I’d never heard
before.
I was so impressed and excited by his statement
that I want to share it with every boater—especially
First Mates.
Peter immediately rolled up his sleeves and said
“Check me out in the Galley”. Our guest on board
was a pilot and he would never do anything on
a plane without “being checked out” so he would
know the correct procedure for that plane. He was
asking me to show him my procedure in my galley
so he could follow it. Needless to say, I was delighted. Every boater, including me, has a procedure
for everything on their boat. But how often do your
guests want to be instructed on how to do it your
way?
I quickly explained the procedure and he took
over in my galley suggesting I go and relax. Lo and
behold, he did everything exactly as I do—just the
way I explained it to him! What a relief. I was delighted. I didn’t have to do a thing. He followed my procedure perfectly.
I learned a lot that day decades ago. Boaters
need to share their procedures with their guests. As
Doug would say, “don’t keep it a secret”. They are
eager to help but they aren’t mind readers. Share the
procedures and share the load.
Share your procedures with all your guests
whether boater or non-boater because each boaters’
procedures will be different. It eliminates tension and
20

stress for both and creates an enjoyable visit and
memory. Also talk about your boat “rules”. It only
takes a few minutes to explain how things work on
your boat so the rest of the visit/cruise is stress free
and enjoyable.
A few suggestions of procedures and rules you
could cover with your family and friends:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

emergencies
safety
handling garbage aboard and at the marina
handling recyclables
flushing the toilet and use of the head
“opening up the boat”
“closing the boat”
docking procedure
shore cord procedure
water filling procedure
meal procedure
bbq procedure
pfd procedure
shoe rules
smoking rules
dog rules
kid rules
cell phone rules
swimming rules
drinking rules
fenders and lines

Your list will be different and specific to your boat,
but give it a try. It is worth it to reduce your stress
level and make your guests’ visits more enjoyable
and memorable.
Brenda Dawson
www.BoatingWithDawsons.com
Upper Bay Boating

Just 1 Mile
from the ICW
Look for our lighthouse
at the entrance

Full service marina with
• Gas, diesel, pumpout covered and open slips
available now.
• Pool • Nettle-free beach
• 50 channel cable TV • Ship’s store
• Slipholder fuel discounts
• New 50T lift • Full service and parts
• Mechanics on duty 6 days
• A/C heads & laundry • Picnic peninsula
• Water taxi service to moorings

Why rent a slip when you can buy?

Contact us about slip ownership opportunities

410-885-2601

1026 Town Point Road • Chesapeake City, MD 21915
www.bbyh.com e-mail ken@bbyh.com
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On the Waterfront

with George Waters

photo by Donna Bedell

Big Fish
If my barber hasn’t killed a huge fish, he is not touching my
hair. I have a rule. There has to be a big marlin mounted on the
wall of a barber shop if I am to trust the proprietor. Either he
went out and grappled with a mighty foe, or one of his friends
did, and either way, he is a man’s man. He can cut my hair. Any
time you let a guy with a sharp implement close to your head,
you want to know he has proven his steady hand on lesser
animals first.
Two marlins on the wall are even better. And maybe a
boar. But don’t trust those antelope dudes. And those discount
hair-cutting chains, they won’t let anybody mount a fish on a
wall. It might fall and spear somebody who would then sue.
Anyway, they are too busy suggestive-selling me anti-baldness
shampoo. I always want to ask, “How about a time machine?
Have you got one of those?”
Speaking of grappling with foes, and lesser animals, can you
believe everything we are hearing from the presidential candidates? January of an election year is even too soon, yet here it
is August of the preceding year. The clown car has pulled up and

a bunch of jokers who could not point out Canada on a map
are jumping out and declaring them-selves our savior. Makes
you wish there was a Rapture especially for politicians. The
rest of us, left behind, could get back to yelling at our screens
solely because of sports, like nature intended.
Another thing—I will never understand how a shampoo
can have the word “pro” in its name. As if shampooing, all
those years leading up to that moment in the shampoo aisle,
was just kids’ stuff; amateur hour. Finally the world will get to
see your hair take it to the next level.
You can buy pro herbicide for your garden. A pro- toaster.
And a toilet with pro-grade performance? I was not aware
there was a league for which I needed to step up my game.
There is a pro kitchen floor scrubber, pro eye makeup remover. So many amateur endeavors in which I never realized I
could excel.
They even sell a “spice carousel pro.” Now we’re talking. If
there has ever been something which needed professionalizing, there it is. My turmeric has been slacking for too darn long.

Lankford Bay Marina
“Chester River’s Best Kept Secret”

We are offering discounts
on Dry Winter Storage 2015/ 16
and also Summer Slips 2016 for
New Customers. If you are looking for a relaxing, family & pet
friendly with lots of nature, then come to Lankford Bay Marina.
You will not be disappointed. Voted Best of the Bay for
12 consecutive years! Give us a call today!

pool Ship’s store
* Swimming
* Picnic areas with grills
Full service facility
* Pavilion overlooking *water
100 people
* 40-ton lift Clean heads &seats
laundry with A/C
* Loaner bicycles
*
*
* Cable TV * Free Wi-Fi

23002 McKinleyville Rd. Rock Hall, MD 21661
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410-778-1414

www.lankfordbaymarina.net

email: lbmservice@atlanticbb.net
Upper Bay Boating

Introducing Clearwater Sportfishing Boats

2016 2000 Center Console 150HP Merc well
equipped, with trailer- Intro price $32,690

2016 1900 Center Console w/ 90HP Merc well
equipped with trailer- Intro price $28,200

Save over 20% on most BenningtonsCall for special pricing on Cruisers.

End of Model Year Clearance on
Bennington and Cruisers

Pre-Owned
Specials
2013 Cruisers Sport Boat 278 Bow Rider,
Mercruiser 377 MAG $69,500
2001 Formula 27 PC Cruiser w/T-Mercruiser
s 4.3 L EFI Bravo III – 370 hours, Camper
Canvas, $37,900

2001 Cobia 23 Walkaround - Yamaha 200
O/B Garmin 441S Sounder/GPS $16,900

2003 280 Formula Sunsport Only 250 hours
on freshwater Hi/dry storage boat $49,500

2003 Four Winns 245 Sundowner Volvo 5.7 GI
$24,900

2008 JC Pontoon 21’ 155 Merc-Opti ,top
,boat cover $17,500

2001 Grady White 28’ Walk Around Yamaha 200
loaded & ready to fish, with trailer $34,900
1998 21’ Southern Skimmer 130 Honda well
equipped-ready to fish $17,900
2004 Sea Ray 240 Sundancer Merc B111

2002 Pro Line 22 Sport 225 Merc-Opti, T-Top,
equipped to fish $24,500
2001 Crownline 242 Volvo 5.7,Bimini & Cockpit cover, Ready to cruise $21,900

2006 Cruisers Inc. - 300 Express w/426
Camper
Canvas. shore power2015
$29,900
Benningtons$0 down;
5.74%
intlow
forhours,
180
2000 Crownline
266 BR
Volvo 5.7
Save
Thousandsgreat
selection in
stockhours, Windlass,
Generator,
AC/Heat
well
equip.
$$16,900
Mo.
w/
approved
credit
7
year
warranty.
ready
for
immediate
delivery!
$69,900
1996 24’ Velocity 454 Mag MPI low hours
Boat & Cockpit covers $19,900

DONZIselection
33 ZX - 502 MPI (FRESH
•1996
Best
in the Tri-state area!
ENGINES) - 415 HP Silent Choice, Fuel
Injection, SS Prop $48,900

2003 Crownline &
29’ Merc
Bravo111,
265 hrs,
• Refreshments
Door
Prizes

2008 260 Crownline Merc 300 Hp B111 only
100 hours $41,900

Gen, A/C $48,900

• Hi & Dri Storage Facility
• Video Security System
• Fuel Dock & Pump Out Station
• Ships Store w/Package Goods
• Factory Certified Service Technicians
• Restroom & Shower Facility

410-378-3343
September 2015
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An August Conversation
So, I was sitting at a table in
Shaefer’s Canal House in
Chesapeake City. You’ve
probably been there; it’s on
the north side of the C&D
Canal not far from the bridge,
and the food and service
are great. The view is even
better. In August, when this
conversation took place, the
temperature was in the middle 80s but the humidity was
low, so the breeze off of the
canal made it a perfect late
afternoon for eating outside.
Shaefer’s is a great place to go for a cruise or a
drive. From my house in Chester County, Pennsylvania, it’s only a 45-minute drive. From Swan Creek it’s
probably an hour and a half cruise; from the Sassafras
you can be there in 45 minutes, easy. So I’m sitting
there, sipping on a fruity drink—I’m usually a Yuengling
guy, but sometimes I need a change—and I’m talking
with my friend, Bud Renirama. Bud keeps his boat on
the Bohemia and has been boating for over 30 years, so
I was curious about his take on this summer.
“How’s your summer going,” I began.
“Wellllll,” he answered, drawing the word out as if it
had five syllables, “until I hit the buoy and Marcia went
missing for three hours, it was going well.”
Startled, I stammered, “Hit a buoy… Marcia went
missing… What the hell! When did that happen?”
Bud looked into the distance, rubbed his chin pensively, then answered, “First week in May. No, no, the
second week in May. We were down for the first time
because the kids had been home for the first weekend
in May. Yeh, the second week in May.”
From afar, Sean, our ubiquitous waiter, must have
noted the pause in the conversation and the mouth
agape look on my face, as he chose this time to stop by
the table and ask if I needed a refill. I took him up on
the offer. Uncharacteristically, Bud hesitated before he
ordered another drink.
“You’re tapering off?” I queried.
“Yeh, ever since I started having blackouts, I’ve cut
back,” he informed me, in an off-handed way, as if he
was telling me his shoelace was untied.
Half way out of my seat, I blurted out, “Hit a buoy…
Marcia went missing… Having blackouts… And you
say your summer was going well!”
Bud smiled. “Hey,” he began, “at least I’ve got my…”
His voice trailed off, his expression became blank,
slightly ashen, as he realized that he didn’t have a word
to finish his sentence.
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by Dick Greenwood

I struggled to find some
calm in my head. Calm can
be hard to come by. “What
happened that you hit a
buoy?”
“Well, the damn thing
was right in the middle of
the river. We were on the
Elk, heading back to the Bohemia at about 10:30 on a
Friday night. I was making
about 30 knots, Marcia was
in the back, singing and
opening a steady stream of
brews. It was a beautiful
night, even if it was kind of drizzling.”
Bud’s eyes seemed to mist up as he related the
story. My eyes just got wider.
“Drizzling,” I mumbled to myself, trying to get my
arms around the total picture of a couple flying down the
Elk River in the dark, with a slow rain and lots of beer.
“Drizzling…”
Bud took a long draw on his drink—I think he was
drinking Dewar’s and water—before he continued. “I
turned around to tell Marcia to break out some pretzels,
and ‘KABLOOEY,’ I plowed into the buoy with the port
side of my boat.”
“What did you do? Did you take on water? Did you
sink?” I asked, nearly coming apart.
“No, the boat kind of shuddered, skidded to the right,
wobbled some, then dug into the water and jumped
ahead. Hell, it wasn’t nearly as bad as you might think,”
he finished, a small hint of “been there, done that” pride
coming across his face.
“Were you rattled? Did you stop to get your head
clear?” I queried.
“Nah! As I said, it wasn’t nearly as bad as I might
have imagined,” he shot back, “so I just motored on. I
finished my beer and hollered back to Marcia to bring
me another one.”
“And…” I asked, figuring the rest of the question
would be understood. I’m not sure he did understand
the question. After a long pause, he continued, this time
with less bravado and considerably more sheepishness.
“I was almost to Turkey Point when I realized that
Marcia hadn’t delivered the beer and pretzels. I turned
around and shouted, ‘Hey, where’s the eats?’ and discovered she wasn’t there. I was sure surprised.”
Feeling a lot like a 15 year-old kid whose girlfriend
has just told him he’s going to be a daddy, I half rose out
of my seat and sputtered, “She wasn’t there! You mean,
she had gone overboard?!?”
Upper Bay Boating

An August Conversation
“Yeh,” he half-whispered, “when we hit the buoy
and the boat did its shimmy-shimmy, she went overboard.”
Resisting the urge to shout, “When the boat went
‘shimmy-shimmy,’ Marcia went ‘swimmy-swimmy,” I
settled for, “What in hell did you do then?”
At this point it became clear that as bad as the story was, telling and re-telling it had inured Bud to the
pain and embarrassment that went with the narrative.
“Uh, I slowed down and used my VHF to send out
a Mayday call,” he answered flatly.
“And! And!” I asked as calmly as I could, resisting
the urge to scream, jump up and down, and pound
my fist on the table.
“Oh, there was no problem. I headed to the marina, and a few hours later I got a call. Coast Guard
Baltimore had received a call from Marcia, telling
them about the buoy and her swim to shore. She’s
a good swimmer…” he returned, placidly, “She was
fine.” The next morning she found a ride back to the
marina and arrived in time to fix breakfast.”
“So,” stuttering, I asked, “you’re telling me that you
got drunk, hit a buoy, left your wife in the water in the

continued

middle of the night, and cruised another 20 minutes
before you noticed she was missing, and that’s it? Is
that what you’re telling me?”
“Well,” he answered with a hint of indignation,
“there’s still the problem with the blackouts.”
“Blackouts,” I said with a touch of incredulity, “what
does this all have to do with blackouts?”
“Well,” he said, “the blackouts started right after
all of this. I was on the boat the next day, Marcia
was using the boat hook to straighten the lines out,
when suddenly everything went black. Then, about
a week later, we were playing tennis and I rushed the
net. Marcia was in the backcourt and saw everything.
She said I just went down. I blacked out. And yesterday, Marcia and I were cleaning up the boat, getting
ready to go home, and she was standing behind me,
mopping the deck. WHAM! I blacked out again.”
I smiled to myself. “Gheesh, Bud, sounds like
you’ve got a problem. It’s a good thing you have
Marcia behind you.”
“Yeh, a good thing,” he replied, rubbing the back of
his head as his voice trailed off, “a good thing…”

Supplier & Installer
Since 1991
When It Needs to Be Dry, Mr. ShrinkWrap Has You Covered!

On-Site Service
Professional Installation Service for Boats, Patio Furniture and
More!



Premium Products
Before & After—Ski Boat

Highest Quality Shrink Wrap Products and Accessories on
Market Today



First-Class Customer Service


Questions? Concerns? Our Staff Has Years of First-Hand
Shrink Wrap Experience

Order Online at:
MrShrinkWrap.com
Call with Questions or to Schedule Service:
888-497-0562
Ask about our DIY shrink wrap kit for getting started

September 2015
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Colleen Smart

Water Safety

by Captain Mark Galasso, AP
Tuna the Tide Charter Service

W

e recently received a letter to the Editor about
on the water safety. To summarize the reader’s
main concerns there were basically two major
issues. The first was lack of policing and the second
was boater’s lack of concerns for rules and regulations.
In conjunction with the second issue was the reader’s
observations that there was an increasing lack of consideration for fellow boaters.
Reader, I can feel your pain. We tried to get an
official response from the Maryland NRP about the enforcement issue. Hopefully in the future we’ll get them
to fill in the details. So I am speaking from my experience as well as a few informal conversations with the
officers on the water. Maryland is a small State with
a relatively small budget. However, it is also a State
with an incredible amount of waterways. Therefore the
DNR, NRP and State police are always in the position
of trying to prioritize enforcement. I don’t know the
exact number of officers on the water but they have to
patrol literally thousands of miles of Bays, Creeks and
Rivers. They also are tasked with enforcing thousands
of rules and regulations some of which you’d have to
be a fisheries lawyer to understand. So the bottom line
is they try and keep our waterways safe. Deployment
comes down to where they feel they are needed most.
For example take Fourth of July weekend.
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Boating, drinking, fireworks in twenty or more different
waterfront venues. Do the math. In my home waters of
Kent Narrows alone weekends must seem overwhelming. The fact of the matter is most NRP Officers are
also recreational boaters. They know what’s going on.
The more pressing issue is boater’s lack of
concern for rules, regulations and their fellow boaters.
Some on the water conflicts just can’t be avoided. I’ll
give you an example. On Greenwood Creek where I
live it is a very popular spot for crabbing. Because of its
orientation it is also a great place to water ski. Crabbers get rocked. Water skiers have to work around
crab pots. Conflict is inevitable. Another conflict is with
jet skis. When you anchor your sailboat in a quiet cove
and the jet skis show up it can be frustrating. Jet skis
are a lot of fun when you’re on one. Take it from me.
On the water rules and regulations are meant to make
boating SAFER not to mitigate user conflicts. That’s
why we have no wake zones and rules of the road
books.
The bottom line is “You can’t regulate Stupid!”
There are people out there that just don’t care. And just
because your boat cost a million dollars doesn’t mean
your recreational time is more valuable than the guy in
the Kayak. We harp on common courtesy all the time.
Everyone is required to have a Maryland guide to the
rules of the road. READ IT. Watch out for your fellow
boaters. If you get crazy when you drink. Wait until you
get back on Shore to do it!! And then call a CAB.
Upper Bay Boating

Locust

Point

Storage
* Winter
* Shrinkwraping
& Service
* Winterization
Spacious
&
Secure
Storage Area
* Additional Slips- Taylor
Marina
*Ask about our 2016 Slip Discount

Locust Point Marina

145 River Road, Elkton, MD 21921 www.locustpointmarina.com

410-392-4994

Classic Corner

On August 22nd, the town of Chesapeake City closed down,
at least to modern cars. The annual Lions Club Car Show was
held on a beautiful Saturday. You could step back in time and see
the streets lined with classic cars of all types. Along the waterfront, these Woody’s gathered. Haven’t seen so much varnished
wood since the Classic Boat Show in June! Yeah, we know- this
column is supposed to be for boats- Hutch & I love old station
wagons, so just enjoy something with four wheels this time.
September 2015
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Scuttleb utt
ABC3
DSPS

BYC
WOTI

What’s this, alphabet soup? What are all
these letters? Huh? Well, here goes:

1. ABC3:

Name for the Unites States Power
Squadrons’ well known course officially called America’s Boating Course, third edition, but shortened to
ABC3.

2. BYC: Baltimore Yacht Club
3. DSPS: Dundalk Sail & Power Squadron
4. WOTI: Week on the Island, an annual tradition

whereby members of BYC are encouraged to live on
their boat for the week – even if they have to go to work.
There are activities day and night for all ages for the
entire week.
Where is this going? Well, Baltimore Yacht Club and Dundalk Sail & Power Squadron partnered to teach children about boating
safety. They made it convenient by offering the ABC3 course to children
and adults who wanted to take it - right there in the club house. The
course was taught, the exam given and certificates handed out - all in
two hours per day for four days. All of the students passed!
In addition to the ABC3 course, the Club and the Squadron partnered on the following activities:
Taught kids (and a few parents) not only the importance of life
jackets but demonstrated how and when to wear them and how
difficult it is to put on a life jacket if you’re in the water.
Used coloring books provided by Maryland’s Department of Natural
Resources to show the youngest kids the importance of boating safety.
Taught kayaking to kids in the swimming pool and near the piers.
Had three local fireboats come and give demonstrations.
Had two local fire engines come and observe while the kids were
shown how to use flares. With all of the proper permits obtained, they
could set the flares off and dispose of them - legally.
Had a separate session on how to tie up your boat
Wayne Penczek, Commodore of Baltimore Yacht Club; John L.
Hall, Commander of Dundalk Sail & Power Squadron and J. Streett
Broadbent, Education Officer of the Squadron were pleased with the
results and are looking for ways to expand the activities in the future.
Any quesstions please contact me.
Thanks,
Colleen Smart
BYC Club Photographer 443-676-2383

Please send your club or organization news to: dave@upperbayboating.com
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New Upper Bay Classifieds
2001 Grady-White 28 Walk w/Twin 200 Yamaha’s w/
TRLR 717-278-6184
2008 Monterey 250CR $42,000 410-287-8280
2003 Sea Ray 280 Sundancer Express Only 81 Hours
Cream Puff w/TRLR. 717-278-6184
1999 Seaswirl Striper 2150 WA Striper $15,000
410-287-8280
2014 Cruisers 238 BR- Brand New w/MERC 350 MAG
BIII- Call for special price 410-378-3343
2003 Sea Ray 280 Sundancer Express Only 81 Hours
Cream Puff w/TRLR. 717-278-6184
2003 Pro Line 20 Walk - Mercury 150 HP w/TRLR
$16,900 717-278-6184

HELP WANTED- Delivering magazines to
businesses 410-937-6866
Email classifieds to:

dave@upperbayboating.com

Scott Sezz

Top 10 Boating Tips
for September

1) Leaving the dock is optional. Every return is mandatory.
2) Boating isn’t dangerous. Sinking is what’s dangerous.
3) It is always better to be on shore wishing you were out there than
being out there and wishing you were on shore.

4) The ONLY time you have too much fuel is when the boat is on fire.
5) The sail is just a big awning used by sailors to keep the Captain
cool. When it rips to shreds, you can actually see the Captain sweat.

6) When in doubt, stay out to sea. No one has ever gone aground
on a wave.

7) A “good” return to your slip is one you can walk away from.

A “great” return is one after which you can use the boat again.

8) Learn from the mistakes of others. You won’t live long enough to
make them all by yourself.

9) You know you have hit the dock too hard if it takes all of your bilge
pumps running at full power for you to step on the dock.

10) The probability of a boat’s survival during docking is inversely
proportional to the speed of arrival. High speed arrivals, small
probability of survival and vice versa.

Scott Karg is a boat broker at Sunset Harbor Marina
September 2015
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Gail Elwell

Jim Walsh

Karen Staquet

Thomas Scillipotti

Thomas Scillipotti
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DOCKMASTER’S
YACHT & MARINE INSURANCE
Established in 1989

We are your
nautical
insurance
specialists!
WE COVER ANY
VESSEL INCLUDING:
• Small Boats
• Yachts
• High Performance
• Houseboats
• SeaDoo & Jet Ski
• Guide Boats
• Six Pack Charters
• Wooden & Antique Boats
• Marine Service Centers
• Yacht Brokers Insurance
• Marinas & Yacht Clubs
(Marine Operators Legal Liability)

Daniel Zottarelli
Experienced Dockmaster
& Captain ~ 26 Years

If it ﬂoats, we do it!
FLEETWOOD, ATHEY, MacBETH & McCOWN INSURANCE
100 Talbot Blvd. • Chestertown, MD 21620

410-708-0240
September 2015

email: dan@famminc.com

www.famminc.com
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Bringing

Back River

Back
2015

B

ringing Back River back to a clean and healthy waterway is the praise-worthy goal of The Back River
Restoration Committee. BRRC was formed in 2007 by
concerned neighbors dedicated to cleaning up Back River.
BRRC became incorporated in 2009 and is a Non-Profit 501
(c) 3 charitable corporation. As such, BRRC depends on
grants, donations and supporting memberships.
Over 70 miles of streams, counting 13 tributaries including Herring Run, Northeast Creek and Stemmers Run make
up the Back River watershed. These tributaries carry trash
and other debris downstream
to Back River, especially during
a rainstorm. If the trash is not
removed it eventually flows
into the Chesapeake Bay. An
average of 16 tons of trash a
month comes flowing into Back
River. The Baltimore County
Department of Environmental
Protection and Sustainability
(DEPS) works in partnership
with BRRC. In 2011, BRRC took
over the 800’ trash boom from
DEPS. It is located in Back River by the beltway overpass.
BRRC wants to add a boom to Northeast Creek. Private
funding is needed to put another trash boom in place.
There are two major organized cleanups a year as well
as two smaller events; one in the spring and one in the
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by Tim Campbell

fall. Local businesses and community groups arrange for
volunteers to join in the cleanup effort. AmeriCorps, the Girl
Scouts and the Police Athletic League are just a few of the
community organizations that provide volunteers. BRRC
also cleans up a stretch of Route 702 in the Adopt-A-Highway program. Every day BRRC helpers walk some part of
the roadways and shorelines picking up litter. Since BRRC
started cleaning up the waterway over 16,000 pounds of
trash has been removed from Back River including thousands of tires, plastic bottles, a number of appliances, old
TVs and other debris. Baltimore
County picks up the trash and weighs
it. Litter that can be recycled is sorted.
Tree trunks are grinded into mulch.
The rest is dumped in the landfill.
BRRC gets a scaled receipt.
In addition to gathering up trash,
the BRRC has planted over 200
native trees on public and private
property. When the weather is too
bad to go out, volunteers and paid
summer staff do office work or make
stencils to mark storm drains. To date,
over 200 storm drains have been marked.
Sam Weaver, President of BRRC and owner of Weaver’s
Marine Service got fed up with seeing all the trash in the
river and wanted to do something about it. Sam volunteers
time, space and equipment to cleaning up the river. His
Upper Bay Boating

Bringing Back River Back

2011

employees often wonder whether he is putting more
time working in his marine business or in cleanup
related efforts. Sam works hard at both ventures.
Executive Director Karen M. Wynn aims to build
on the successes of BRRC by educating the public
and increasing the membership. It is important to
show a growing membership in order to help with
funding and when applying for grants. Membership
rates are as little as $5.00 a year for students or
seniors and only $10.00 for individuals. BRRC also
holds annual fund raising events; a golf tournament
in June, a Rockfish Tournament in September and
a shrimp feast in November. The 8th Annual BRRC
Rockfish Tournament is set for September 12, 2015.
Check in is at Weaver’s Marine from 11:00 am to
3:00 pm. All proceeds above the cost of the tournament go to BRRC.
Call Karen at 443-414-4384 if you see illegal
dumping anywhere in or near the river. Karen would
like waterfront homeowners to call her if they see submerged logs or old tires in the river. Big things like logs
and tires could be secured to a pier or bulkhead until
Karen can get somebody there to haul them away.
Not only are these objects an eyesore, they are
also a hazard to navigation.
Back River has had a reputation for being one of
the dirtiest rivers in the upper bay. That reputation is
fading now that the Back River Restoration Committee has taken up removing trash as their cause.
Bringing Back River back is a beautiful thing. Contact
karenw@savebackriver.org for more information.
Tim Campbell is a member of the Back River
Restoration Committee, Coastal Conservation Association, Maryland Saltwater Sportfishing Association
and the Mason-Dixon Outdoor Writers Association.
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Boating Practices…
The Good, The Bad,
The Easily Fixed.
Sea Tow Captains get a firsthand look every day at both good
and bad boating practices on the water. Those experiences help them
to learn what works—and what doesn’t.
Here are some tips on how to avoid the common errors that many
boaters make, and stay safe on the water.
Shifter in Neutral?

Sea Tow Captains ask the operator of a stalled boat a very simple
question: Is the boat’s engine in neutral when they are trying to start it?
“It can be something as simple as the boat being in gear or the
safety lanyard not connected,” explained Capt. Ryan Bayley, owner of
Sea Tow Great South Bay. “We often get people going again by asking
those questions over the phone. With kids running around and people
going back and forth, the shifter and the safety lanyard are often the
cause of a boat not starting.”

Out of Fuel?

Boaters don’t always top off their fuel tanks—and that can lead to
confusion over how much gas or diesel actually is in the tank.
“The gas gauge is notoriously unreliable on a boat,” said Capt.
Gary O’Reilly, owner of Sea Tow North Chesapeake. “The gauge says
half and before they know it, they are out of fuel.”
Keeping a fuel log will help you keep tabs on your boat’s fuel
level. By knowing the capacity of your fuel tank, how many hours the
engine has been run and the average number of gallons you burn per
hour, you can get a rough idea of how much fuel is left or how many
hours you may continue to run until empty. And always remember the
golden rule for how much fuel you should have and how far you should
go: Use 1/3 of your fuel for your trip out and 1/3 for your trip in, while
keeping 1/3 in reserve for the unknown.
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Battery Switch Savvy

“Knowing how your battery charger works, and whether to have the
switch on 1, 2 or “All” (or “Both”) is a big deal,” said Capt. O’Reilly. “A
lot of people think “All” is the place to be, and then they run down their
batteries and can’t start the boat.”
Boaters should start off with two fully charged batteries, then
choose one of the two available battery switch positions for running,
either 1 or 2. Only use the “All” or “Both” position if it is an emergency
when both batteries are discharged to the point that neither of them
alone will crank the engine over but two can do it together.
How do you know which battery switch setting to use? One way
is by alternating their use, using 1 for odd-numbered days and 2 for
even-numbered days.

Be Weather-Wise

Knowing the current weather conditions and the forecast for your
boating area can help you avoid problems when bad weather threatens, either by altering the float plan, bringing along extra gear, or
postponing your outing.
“It might be warm and calm at your port but blowing hard where
you are going,” said Capt. Bayley. “Once you get everyone down to the
boat, it’s harder to call off the trip. Make sure you’ve done the research
on the weather so you can make a good decision in advance.”

Get the Sea Tow App

If you have an iPhone or Android, download the free Sea Tow App
for smartphones at www.seatow.com/app. It will put GPS, navigation,
tides, weather and other information at your fingertips, as well as
allowing you to call for help with the swipe of a thumb.

Upper Bay Boating

More
SHARK
Sightings!
Rather than work with a Wall Street firm,
work with a fee-only firm in your neighborhood
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Safe Anchoring Techniques
for New Boaters
A

nchoring a boat can be absolutely maddening. You find
yourself doing everything the same way you did last time
when the anchor held just fine, but this time the anchor refuses
to hold the bottom. If you are a new boater, take heart - even
experienced boaters sometimes have problems. No two anchoring scenarios will ever be exactly the same, but experience
shows that following some relatively simple procedures can
make the process much easier and far more effective:
Successful anchoring begins well before you are ready to
release the anchor. Study your charts carefully to find an anchorage that provides adequate shelter from wind and weather
conditions that are likely to occur while you are at anchor. It
should have plenty of room for your boat to swing in a full circle
around the point where you set the anchor. Finding enough
space may not be a problem in open water, but you don’t
want to drift onto rocks or into another boat when the winds or
currents change. Make sure that it is also a place that is deep
enough for the boat to remain afloat as tides rise and fall. Last,
but not least, the area should have the kind of bottom that will
allow your anchor to hold.
With the spot where you want to anchor clearly in mind,
approach the spot slowly from downwind or downstream. Go
slightly past the point you want to anchor, stop the boat, and
then lower the anchor across the bow to the bottom. If you
have a rail around the bow, remember to pass the anchor and
line under the rail. In some situations, you may have to use a
bow and stern anchor. If so, always set the bow anchor first
and never anchor the boat with a single anchor from the stern.
The downward pull of the anchor combined with waves or current could swamp the boat. Old sailors call that “pooping” the
boat—not something you want to experience personally.
As you lower the anchor you will feel the pull on the anchor
line, and you should also feel it go slack as the anchor reaches
the bottom. When it does, slowly back away from the anchor in
the direction of the wind and current as you gently deploy more
line. How much line will you need? The answer will depend
upon the depth of the water, currents, and the weather. The
ratio of the depth of the water to the length of the anchor line in
the water is known as the scope of the anchor. In calm weather
at a protected anchorage a scope of 5:1 may be sufficient. The
Coast Guard Auxiliary recommends a minimum of 7:1 for most
conditions experienced by recreational boaters. However, a
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more exposed anchorage or stronger winds and current will
require more scope (longer line) to allow the anchor to dig into
the bottom. Some recreational boaters may even find that
they need as much 15:1 if they are surprised by bad weather.
(And yes, recreational boaters should always listen to weather
forecasts before they depart and they should continue to pay
attention to the sky around them and marine weather broadcasts while underway!)
When you have payed out the amount of line that you think
may be required, attach it securely to a bow cleat. You should
have no trouble feeling when the flukes (the pointy protrusions)
on the anchor dig into the bottom. Test how well the anchor
is holding by backing away from the anchor with gradually increasing power. If it holds under moderate power, your anchor
is set. Finally, check how well your anchor line is secured to
the boat. You want to make sure that the line will not come
loose based on changes in the direction and force of the wind or
current.
Even a good quality anchor that is set by an experienced
mariner can drag when conditions change. As those conditions
change, your anchor can release suddenly or start to drag very
slowly. Do yourself a favor. Take sightings and note the bearing to various objects in the area. Don’t just trust your memory.
Write them down. Check these bearings again periodically
and compare your new bearings to those in your notes to see if
you have moved. If you moved, determine whether it was due
to changes in the direction of the tidal currents or because the
anchor was not holding. If the anchor was the problem, repeat
the process that is by now familiar.
Following these procedures can make anchoring your boat
much easier and make your boating experience more like fun
and less like work. If you would like to learn more about safe
boating practices or participate in a Coast Guard-approved Safe
Boating Class, contact Nancy at 302-697-6188 or by email at
nalaot@aol.com.

The Coast Guard Auxiliary is the uniformed civilian component of the U.S.
Coast Guard and supports the Coast Guard in nearly all mission areas.
The Auxiliary was created by Congress in 1939. For more information,
please visit www.cgaux.org.
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U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary Safe Boating Tip 4

Bow
Riding
- A Really Bad Idea

T

he feel of the wind and the sun while underway on a hot
summer day is a constant joy for those who enjoy boating.
Who could blame a person for wanting to experience that feeling even more intensely? However, this is the kind of thought
process that leads to the temptation to sit on the front or side of
the boat while it is underway and perhaps even dangle feet and
legs over the side of the boat. Unfortunately, even though it is
tempting, it is a really bad idea.
Any sudden change of the boat’s forward momentum
caused by hitting a big wave or the wake of another boat, any
sudden change of speed, or a sudden sharp turn can result in
the person being thrown overboard. Before the person at the
helm can possibly react to cut the throttle and turn the propellers
away from the person, disaster can change that person’s life
forever. Not only can the victim be knocked out and drowned by
the boat hitting them, far too often people also receive multiple
deep cuts from a rapidly turning propeller that can’t be stopped
soon enough. The worst part of such a tragedy is that it is
entirely avoidable.
Enjoy the wind and the sun while underway, but the U.S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary recommends that you enjoy it while
seated in an area of the boat designed for seating. Some
boats have seating in the front of the boat that is behind a rail
and below the gunwale so that passengers are protected, but
regardless of seating arrangements on the boat, everyone on
the boat should sit with their shoulders inside the vertical line
from the gunwales to the water.
If you would like to learn more about safe boating practices
or participate in a Coast Guard-approved Safe Boating Class,
contact Nancy at 302-697-6188 or by email at nalaot@aol.com.
The Coast Guard Auxiliary is the uniformed civilian component of the U.S.
Coast Guard and supports the Coast Guard in nearly all mission areas.
The Auxiliary was created by Congress in 1939. For more information,
please visit www.cgaux.org.
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Cancer, Chemo, Casting and Catching...
How a local teen copes with Hodgkin’s Lymphoma through bass fishing.

by Dave Kilby

A

t the recent Bassmaster
Elite tournament on the
Upper Chesapeake Bay I
had the privilege to meet an
incredible young man from
Middletown, Delaware and
his wonderful family.
Just 6 months ago
Jack McDermott III was
your average 15-year-old
teenager. He was an athlete
with a passion for baseball, playing in organized
leagues since age 5. During
his freshman year in high
school he began to play
football.
Jack’s determination
on the athletic field was not
just physical as he would
always strive to give more than his coaches asked for and was always
upbeat, always positive. He was a model teammate with his enthusiasm
and leadership on and off the field.
Then came the diagnosis that no parent, no child, no person wants
to hear...cancer. It was determined on February 24 that Jack was afflicted
with Hodgkin’s Lymphoma, a cancer that strikes the white blood cells
which are part of the immune system. Chemotherapy treatment began
just 2 days later.
Jack was OK dealing with the initial diagnosis, but when the oncologist explained that he would not be able to play baseball for several
months Jack lost it. Coming out of a long, cold winter with spring training
just a few weeks away and learning he would not be able to take the field
was almost as devastating as the disease itself.
Upon a visit from the oncologist the following day, Jack asked, “Am I
still able to go fishing?” It was understood that Jack would have some restrictions necessary to ward off infections but as long as he was feeling up
to it, he could fish. Jack’s mother, Jackie was concerned, but reassured by
the oncologist that if Jack wasn’t feeling well then he wouldn’t want to fish.
Jack’s first rounds of chemotherapy involved 3-day inpatient visits to
the hospital, checking in on a Thursday and discharged 1-2 hours after
completion of his chemo treatments on Saturday. After rounds 3 and 4 he
would be discharged around 5PM and be up at 4AM the next morning to
compete in the Blue Rock Bass Club tournaments! Chemo was not keeping Jack down and fishing in the bass tournaments was almost equally
successful therapy!
Baseball is a great team sport but going one-on-one with a bass
involves strategy, preparation, concentration, and execution. Jack possesses all of those attributes which keeps his mental advantage over both
the bass and the disease.
In between rounds 6 and 7 of Jacks chemotherapy sessions the
doctors discovered a quarter-size blood clot inside Jack’s heart during a
routine echocardiogram. A cardiac surgeon recommended that the clot
be surgically removed to ensure a piece does not break off and travel to
another part of his body.
Two hours after this consultation Jack was undergoing open heart
surgery. The surgeon explained in the waiting room that they discovered
yet another blood clot attached to the lining of his heart which was not
12

detected in the original echocardiogram.
Jackie, her husband,
Jack II, and siblings Christina, Jenna, and Joseph
were certain that this latest
medical experience would
set Jack’s recovery back a
bit and keep his physical
activity limited. Not so! Just
two weeks following open
heart surgery Jack was back
fishing his club tournaments!
Throughout Jack’s recent
medical issues, bass fishing
has been the one passion
that has kept him motivated.
As if possessing healing
powers itself, Jack has
shown that bass fishing has

no boundaries on its participants.
As his older sister, Christina noted at the Huk Bassmaster Elite
tournament, this sport has no age limits or restrictions. She commented
that there were young professionals in the field as well as older “seasoned
veterans”.
Most other outdoor sports and activities would require months and
months of healing and rehabilitation before a return to action following an
ordeal such as Jack’s. Contact sports may never be an option for Jack or
other athletes with similar medical issues. Bass fishing, however offers so
much more.
Jack enters a day of bass fishing, whether a tournament or just for
fun, the same way he begins a baseball game...expectations to come
out on top and be the best for that particular day. Just as a pitcher prepares for a game by researching each batter to learn their strengths and
weaknesses, Jack prepares for a day of fishing by researching water
clarity, habitat, time of year, temperature, and structure. Win or lose, fish
or no fish, Jack finishes on top because he is overcoming obstacles to
pursue his passion.
The message Jack wants to project is that bass fishing has no limits
and knows no boundaries. None of the little green fish swimming around
in the Upper Chesapeake Bay and Eastern Shore ponds know that Jack
is battling cancer, or going through chemo, or that he has a tackle box full
of the latest lures.
Bass fishing pushes Jack...drives Jack, to become the best at what he
does. That same mentality gives him the strength and courage to battle
and defeat the Hodgkin’s Lymphoma that has tried unsuccessfully to slow
him down.
It is Jack’s wish that other teens with afflictions of any type become
involved with bass fishing. It is therapy that will not result in needles, hospital
visits, or medication. The only pain will be when the big one breaks your
line!
Jack, along with his sisters and brother had a goal to obtain as many
of the Elite Pro’s autograph’s during the tournament. In fact, Jack’s sister,
Jenna was featured on www.bassmaster.com holding her signed poster.
Many of these guys are legends of the sport, heroes to many. However, I
was the lucky one as I got to meet my new hero, Jack McDermott III.
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The Chesapeake
Boating App
is now on Google Play!
To get the App on Android
device, simply go to Google
Play and search Apps –
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Kayaking

on the

Upper Bay

with Dave Wilson

Hunters And Boaters

A

n umber of years ago I launched from Mariners Point and mistakenly began a paddle
up the Gunpowder river without checking my calendar. It was such a beautiful day in November,
that I didn’t even think to check to see what else
might be happening that day. Turns out, it was
duck season. I wasn’t far upstream when a load
of buckshot went whizzing through the air above
me. I stopped and listened to the shot drop into
the reeds, thinking. Well, to be honest, I guess I
wasn’t thinking at all, for had I been, the decoys
would have been my first clue. I had failed to
connect the dots - a beautiful day in November,
the Chesapeake Bay, the decoys,.. Duh! It’s duck
season dummy!
Shortly after the blast, I heard a voice from
within the reeds say, “Sorry.” The tone of that
voice was more like someone smiling, than
someone apologizing. You know, “Soorrrreee”
- all drawn out. “He shouldn’t be on the river,
should he dad. We’re hunt’n,” a young boy said.
It took me a few moments to spot the John boat
the hunters had arrived in, because it was all
camouflaged with brush that had been ducktaped to the gunnels. Then I saw the hunters;
a father and his two young sons. “Thanks for
sharing! Nice values you’re teaching your kids,”
I mumbled under my breath as I continued up
river. “I wonder what ticked him off. Was it my
yellow kayak?”
About a year later I was crossing the channel
between Pooles Island and Rickett Point when
another incident occurred. It was mid-week.
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There were no other boaters on the bay, except
this one powerboat and myself. I saw him off in
the distance, and I believe he saw me, because
each time I would speed up or slow down he
would correct his course so that our paths would
intersect. I stopped mid channel to let him pass.
“This is not smart,” I recall thinking.
As the cruiser closed, the helmsman veered
from his original course just enough to give me
the full effect of his wake. In passing I could
hear two fellows on the rear deck laughing. They
then threw their half empty beer cans in the bay;
towards my bow, of course. I was in a different
kayak this time, but it was still yellow. Could the
color yellow be triggering these aggressive acts?
No, just boys being boys, I concluded.
On another hot summer afternoon, I left
Sandy Point on my way to Gibson island. Before
leaving the park, I wanted to take some photos
of the Sandy Point lighthouse for my collection.
Approaching the lighthouse, I saw some people
fishing from boats anchored on the northern
side. I didn’t want to disturb their lines, so I began paddling around the south side. Behind me,
I heard a boat drawing near, and looking around,
saw three fellows in a small powerboat closing
fast. Their driver cut the throttle just in time to not
hit me and a guy on foredeck threw out anchor.
I caught it’s splash. The boat’s sudden stopping
sent a wave that tipped my kayak to one side
and rolled my paddle overboard. “Poor boating
skills,” I thought to myself, but kept paddling.
I paddled wide around to the north for a nice
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shot of the lighthouse with the Bay Bridge in the
background. About then, through my view finder
I noticed my nemesis had taken up anchor and
was again moving toward me. Again, the fellow
on the foredeck threw out the anchor beside my
kayak, narrowly missing me! “What’s up with
this,” I thought, but did not say anything. I gave
the guy a look that I thought would convey “Cut it
out! It’s a big bay out here.” It was one of those
moments that you write-off as too preposterous
to believe is really happening.
Putting my camera away, I heard a thump on

the rear deck. It sounded like something hitting,
then bounced of the plastic. It splashed in the
water beside me. Could that have been a bait
fish jumping to avoid being eaten by a bigger
fish? I’ve seen kayakers get hit in the chest by
fish as large as my hand before. They just jump
right at you and scare the hell out of you. Without looking around, I continued on my way to
Gibson Island.
I didn’t think much more about the incident
until I got back to Sandy Point. But upon stepSeptember 2015
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ping out of my kayak, I saw a 6 inch Rapala lure
hanging from my rudder. It was trailing 20 yards
of fishing line. Those boaters had actually cast a
lure at me. I wondered if they knew how much
trouble they would have been in had it hooked
my PFD and overturned me.
I cut the line and gave the lure to a fisherman
sitting on the jetty. I remember thinking as I did
so, “I hope there is an expensive rod and reel
lying on the bottom of the Bay out there.”
Fortunately, all of these incidents turned out to
be nothing more than footnotes in my log book.
However, all
could have had
much darker
endings. To
prevent them
from happening again, I
now check
my calendar
and the DNR
website before
I paddle in the
fall. When
does hunting
season begin
and end? I
now avoid
marshy channels where
hunters may
be lying in
wait for their
quarry. Above
all, when I see
ducks in the
water ahead I stop to make sure they are not
someone’s decoys. I’m still not sure how to deal
with the people in the last two incidents. I’ve
been told the Coast Guard should be contacted if
a kayaker is threatened or intimidated by a boater. They will send a crew to resolve the matter
immediately. In the back of my mind, however,
I wonder why we just cannot share the bay and
respect each other’s choice for enjoying it. After
all, it’s a very big Bay.
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Live Aboard
by Don and Gail Elwell

The Great Transition

N

o, I’m not talking about the move aboard, though this is part of
that. I first noticed it during this last week while we were out
doing laundry. The local laundromat is one of those large, overly
bright spaces with a billion machines and nine--count em--nine big
screen tv’s all going at once at full volume. Eight of them featured
quiz shows full of manically grinning, wildly overly excited people
screaming and bouncing up an down over winning another toaster
that they won’t use. The ninth, in the children’s corner, featured
similar manically excited adults, screaming and jumping up and
down in the ecstasy of counting to five. It was all kind of too much.
We folded the clothes and virtually RAN out of the place.
Now don’t get me wrong, in the past, this would just have been
background noise. I might even have sat there and dully watched
the screens while the laundry churned. I realized, though, that
something had changed, not in the TV shows, but in me. Once
they were just there. Now they seemed infantile, irritating, and
impossibly vulgar. I thought about it all the way back to the boat.
Since we’d moved aboard, we had been able to give ourselves
the one thing that work and jobs and income hadn’t been able to
buy us: Time. We’d been living in a beautiful place, full of the
sights and sounds of nature. There was time now for introspection,
time to do things we’d never had or taken the time to do: Time to
talk to people, time to think about things, time to start projects and
take walks and just sit in contemplation. We began, almost without
thought, to take more and more control of our own lives. Both
former restauranteurs, we began cooking more, making meals
from scratch because we enjoyed it, and in the process, eating far
more healthily. Unsatisfied with commercial products, we started
experimenting, roasting our own coffee, making our own deodorant
(no fooling), compounding own toothpaste; we started a vertical
pot garden on the shanty boat, growing our own fresh vegetables
and herbs. Our local explorations led us to local farm stands and
gardeners. We had the time to walk virtually every day.
In the course of this boat project, I’d lost nearly 30 pounds. My
blood pressure--borderline hypertense--dropped to 117/63. Bizarrely, my hair and beard seem to have stopped graying. Before,
dealing with bureaucracies and money and schedules, we had
been frazzled, often angry, and tired. Now we were, by and large,
(dare I say it) happy. In so very many ways, this move aboard has
changed the way we live and the way we feel.
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But more than that, during our downsize, we were forced to
change the way we related to the possessions in our life; to things.
Our lives are far from monastic, but we were forced to pare our
possessions down to the things that we actually used, or that
actually had some meaning to us. We had to make decisions as to
what things we truly wanted in our lives.
So it should not be surprising to find that we had, to a very
great extent, unplugged from consumer culture, from the culture
of the race for possessions, and that we were now, in some weird
way, viewing it from outside. It was a rather rattling experience.
The secret, folks, is time.
Simplifying life to a boat or a tiny home, to a small apartment
or a cabin or just as an act of self-possession can give you the
freedom to just stop and take note of your own life (something
which, I suspect, commercial interests would really rather you not
do). Once you find a slower, more gentle pace, all the other benefits--physical and mental--seem to follow.
Give it a shot. You have nothing to lose but a lot of junk you’re
not using and your next heart attack.
Don and Gail Elwell
Aboard the Shantyboat Floating Empire
www.thefloatingempire.com
*******
Time for yourself is just there waiting for you.
You only have to decide what’s important in your life.
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Upper Bay Boating

Celebrating Our 50th Birthday!
Just 10 min. off

I-95
• Full Service Marina
• Sue Creek at the mouth
of Middle River
• Calm and protected waters

• Slips up to 45 feet
• High-n-Dry Rack Service
• Family Park-like setting

Fully staffed

Mobile Service Dept.
“Slim” Slenbaker & his team

High n Dry Space
Available! Super
Friendly with
LOTS OF EXTRAS!

Discount Marine Store
Open Seven Days!

FULL BOAT BROKERAGE

• Brenda Wilmoth

See Full
Listings
Online!
$ 119,000

38’ 2000 Sea Ray
Sundancer

$ 59,900

50’ 1987 Gibson
Houseboat
$ 29,900

33’ 1992 Sea Ray
330 Sundancer

• Bill Cox
$119,000

45’ 1996 Sea Ray
Sundancer
$ 39,900

32’ 2000 Bayliner
3258

• Eli Finney
$ 299,900

44’ 2006 Sea Ray
44 Sedan Bridge
$ 99,900

32’ 2006 Sea Ray
Sundancer

• Jim High
$ 179,900

43’ 1999 Jimmy
Drewery Custom

We
Take
Trades!

on brokerage boats

410-687-2000

2015 Turkey Point Road
Essex, MD 21221

www.baltimoreboatingcenter.com

Regal & Robalo Boats
in Stock

Inside & Outside storage to
50’ at both marinasFull Winterizing Services

JacksonMarine.com

Shelter Cove
Yacht Basin

230 Riverside Drive, North East, MD

Shelter Cove Yacht Basin* Hances Point, North East, MD 21901 * 410-287-9400
Two Great Marinas on
the North East &
Middle Rivers
Used &
Brokerage
Boats Wanted
& Sold

Sunset Harbor
Marina

Don’t want to store your boat
this winter? Get our trade in
price for your boat Now!

1651 Browns Road Baltimore, MD 21221 410-687-1888 www.Sunset Harbor.com

